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At a Mongol banquet the milk-wine plays a prominent part. When 
it is brought out the host indicates that he values his guests and 
wishes to honour them by offering them the best the house can pro
vide. An expectant silence ensues while he pours the clear liquid 
ou t of the black-glazed stone-bottle into a sma ll silve r bowl. The 
guests reverently put on their caps, the most eminent of them receives 
the bowl, sprinkles a few drop s on the hearth and towards the roof
ring as a sacrifice to the powers of fire and air, and then tastes the 
wine. Then , according to rank, all others present are honoured in 
th e ·same manner by the host, who each time fills up th e bowl with 
wine from the bottle. Not until all hav e drunk three times in this 
ceremonious manner is the part of host assigned to the guest of ho
nour, who in his turn offers the wine to the host and the others. Now, 
at last , the most conventional demands are fulfilled, and the drinking 
can continue in a less restrained manner. 

In Mongolia as in other parts of Central Asia, there are several 
different kind s of fermented and distilled liquor s. The best known is 
certainty kumys, i. e. mare's milk , which for some days has been 
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Fig. r. Distilling.appara· 
tus from Etsingol. (Collcc· 
tions of the Hedin-Bendix 
expedition. The Ethno· 
graph ical Museum of 
Sweden, Stockholm). 

kept in large leather-bags which have either been hanging on rods 
and exposed to the rays of the sun, or placed inside the tent, where 
their contents are stirr ed every now and then with a long-handled 
ladle. During the process of fermentation the bags are shaken from 
time to time to stir up the liquid. The product has an acid, refreshing 
taste, which is very pleasant. The percentage of alcohol is about 2 % 
or less. To facilitate the fermentation, a little of the previous "brew'' 
is always saved to add to the next. This speeds up the fermentation.' 
Kuniys is usually known in Mongolian as arrak or arik ." 

Kmuys is principally an excellent refreshment, but cannot he con
sidered an intoxicant and so does not meet the demands for a means 

1 Descriptions of how kmn:i:s, is made etc., are found e. g. in: Pallas, pp. 
201-20:2. Ha.rlu'1d, p. 337. Larsotr, p. 69. Ruysbroeck , p. 67. Gilmour, p. JOO. 
Atkinson , p. 286 et seq. Ab11lgasi·Bayadur-Cha1i, pp. 61, 65. Kandz, p. 54 

:.: Cf. Filchn t r, p. 394. 
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Fig. 2. Dist illing·appara· 
tus photographed m a 
:Mongol tent in Chahar, 
Inner :Mongolia. 

Photo. G. Montell 

of effectively stimu lating the "gaiety" al parties and feasts. The milk
wine is a more effective agent to that end. 

As was recently again pointed out, there is reason to suppose that 
the art of distilling originated in the old Indian cultural sphere.' This 
should explain the wide-spread distrib ution of distilling among the 
primitive Asiatic peoples. One might imagine that the art of distilling 
spread from Indi a to ·East Turkistan and Mongolia at the same time 
as did Buddhism, but it is not impossible that it happened still earlier. 
Thi s question is surely very difficult to answer as the invention was 
evidently made at a time from which no written documents exist. 
Since this paper was written, the writer has had the pleasure of stu
dying R. P. Rommel's interesting data concerning distilling in China. 
Hommel sta tes that the art was introduced from the north, possibly 
as late as during the Mongol dyna sty (12So--1367 A. D.). He also 

3 Wib~rg, p. 7J . 
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presents a number of excellent pictures of Chinese distilling appara
tuses, thus demonstrating their simi larity to the Mongo l type. 
The Chinese have slightly improved the coolirlg device. The raw ma
terial used for Chinese distilled liquor is fermented gluti nous rice. 

The author is in a position to supply some supplementary material 
from Mongolia. hiy experience of milk-wine is not very great, but 
yet sufficient for me to confirm the statements of the Mongo ls them
.')dvcs that the quality and percentage of alcohol vary very cons ide

rably. It is often the pride of the women to be able to make a good 
and strong wine, and at Etsingol, for instance, they mentioned at 
which camps we could expect to get the best ,vines. 

Fig. 1 shows a distilling apparatus belonging to the Torguls at 
Etsingol. It consists of a large cauldron which is placed on the iron
ring over the fire. The sour milk from which the wine is to be 
distilled is poured into this cauldron. As can be seen from the picture, 
a sloping wooden ring, about 48 cm wide, is placed inside the edge, 
the ring resembling a section of a barrel with neither lid not bottom. 
The top edge of the ring is covered by an iron cauldron, and to avoid 
any loss of alcohol the seam is tightened with strips of felt. While 
the sour milk is boiling, cold water is constantly poured into the top 
cau ldr on . The alcoholic fumes formed are condensed against the cold 
bottom of the top cau ldron, and the drops. fall down onto a board 
suspended from the middle of the wooden ring. The board is grooved 
and the liquid thus led to a wooden gutter, the bottom end of which 
empties into a receptacle at the side of the apparatus, fig. 5. As fig. 
2 shows, the whole wooden ring is sometimes covered with clay
coated felt to make the apparafus perfectly tight. The picture was 
taken at Attochin, in Chahar, and this Mongol family had ~ special 
tent arranged for the distilling of spirits. 

O ne of the Swedish missionaries in Inner 1\.fongolia, Miss Hulda 
Wiklund, recently did me the great favour of procuring a description 
of the Chahar Mongo ls' methods for preparing this beverage. From 
that description I beg to quote the following: "When distilled liquor 
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing showing the construction of 
a distilling-apparatus .with three pots. 

is prepared from mare's milk, the milk must not stand longer than 
at the most a few days. The mares are milked several times daily. 

The distilling -apparatus is called burclmr. It is placed on the cauld
ron into which the milk has been poured. Inside the distilling-appa 
ratus there are special hooks on which a crock is hung which must 
not touch the contents of the cauldron. Another pot is placed on the 
top. Around the edge, where it touches the distilling-apparatus, there 
arc wound small strips of cloth or felt to prevent the steam from 
penetrating. The upper pot is filled with cold ,vatcr, which is changed 
very often. The cfock is gradually filled with the distilled liquid. 
When it is to be taken out, it is rapidly covered with a piece of cloth. 
The opening, too, is covered with a lid to prevent the steam and thus 
the strength of the liquor from evaporating. Now the cauldron con
tains a little whey and the casein. This is poured into a bag which 
is hung up so that all the whey is dra'ined off. The following day 
cheeses are squeezed out, the size of a fist, gas/um hcirrdt. 

In tents where they are very cleanly, there are special pots with 
holes in the bottom. They are not filled with the hand but with a 

ladle. The whey drains off. The cheese is allowed to stand until 
it has congealed and is then removed. This carefully prepared cheese 
is called arol. 

"\¥hen there is not a sufficient number of mares to make it pOssible 
to prepare liquor daily, or before the milk has become too sour, all 
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Fig. 4- Distillat ion of milk-wine according to an old method. Drawing by Gcor::::: 
Sodcrbom afte r a description by an Et singol Mongol. 

kidds of milk are mixed. When the cheese has been made in the 
ordinary manner, the whey is poured into the vessel used for mixing. 
Ordinary milk that is too sour for cheese-making is added. A few 
ladles of fresh cow's milk may also be included each time the cows 
are milked, that is if the family can afford it. In the summer the 
liquor substance cannot be kept more than 2 to 3 days. It is spoilt 
in less than ro days and maggots appear. 

Only the distilling-apparatus is solely used when making liquor. 
The ladles, cauldrons and pots are of the common kind in daily use." 

This description is of very great value as it originates from a person 
with a thorough knowledge of the life of the Mongols, and who has 
connexions also with all classes of the population. 

The mongols at Etsingol stated that they were generally satisfied 
with one boiling only, although they well know that the liquor will 
be stronger when distilled several times. It is stated in the literature 
that kmnys, i. e. fermented mare's milk, is as a rule the raw material 
for distilling. That is probably true in districts where the horse-herds 
are very large, but in Chahar and at Etsingo l at least, also other milk 
could be used, especially camel's milk 

It is unfortunately impossible for me to say definitely whether or 
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
Fig. 5. The grooved board suspended from th e middle of th e wooden ring 
and the draining pipe. Belong to the apparatus in fig. l. Fig. 6. Iron-pot. 

Formerly used when distilling liquor. Etsingol. 

not the Mongo]s speed up the ferm entation by adding any substa nce 
to the milk. It is most probable that they always save a little of the 
sour milk and thus have a constant supply of effect ive bacterial cul
ture. Perhaps it is not even necessary to take any special steps to this 
end, as the milk vessels are not washed due to the fact that the mixing 
of milk and water is considered tjerte, i. e. forbidden, when not pre
paring food or making tea. It was confirmed by Ruysbroeck alreadY' 
that this ban, generally recognized by the Mongols of the present day, 
is of ancient origin. Pallas states that when the Kalmucks had no old 
ferment at hand , they used to take the fermented milk from the 
c;tomachs of slaughtered lambs.~ 

There are also other types of distilling apparatuses in Mongolia. A 

t Ruysbroeck, p. 76. 
~ Pallas, p. 202. 
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Fig. 7. Inter10r of a Kai
muck tent with a distilling
apparatus in the fore
gro und. To th e right .1 

)C':3.ther bag used when 
making kumys (Arter 
Pallas). 

schematic picture of a somewhat simpler type is shown in fig. 3 
(cf. the description from Chahar above). Instead of the grooved woo
den board and t.1c draining pipe there is a third cauldron, smaller 
than the others, hanging on wooden pegs inside the ring. The distilled 
wine is collected in this cauldron. There is a palpable similarity to the 
apparatus used by the Huichol Indians in Mexico as described by 
Lumholtz and drawn by Wiberg. Possibly it may be considered a more 
primitive type than the one we have in our collections from Etsingol. 
Whether or not distilling was really known in America before the 
arrival of the European is a question not yet definitely answered. 

The Mongols at Etsingol stated that formerly they used another 
kind of distilling apparatus, which is here reproduced drawn by Mr. 
Georg SOderbom according to verbal descriptions, fig. 4. The large 
cauldron ha s a vaulted lid, tightened with clay. There are two holes 
in the lid , through one of which the milk is poured into the cauldron, 
while the other is occupied by the leather-clad wooden pipe that leads 
the fumes to an iron pot. This pot, which is sta nding in :i. large 
cauldron filled with cold water, is the receptacle in which the wine 
is condensed. We have also such an iron pot in our ethnographic 
co11ections, fig. 6. 
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F ig. 8. Interior of 1fon go l 
t ent show ing the "Tungu M 
sic" d is tilJingMapparatus 
occur r ing in th e east. Cf. 
fig. 1. (After Palla s). 

It is interesting to compare the above observations and collections, 
made but a few years ago, with the detailed discriptions and drawing s 
contained in Pallas' classical work on the Mongol peoples. I am taking 
the liberty of citing some lines fr om this description: 

"Im Sommer, und auch sonst , wcnn die Kalmiicken vicl Milch von 
ihren Heerdcn ziehn, unterlassen sie nicht, sich flcissig mit dem 
starken Getriink, welches sie darau s iibertreib en, zu berauschen. StuM 
tenmilch ist als die gcistigste bekannt; van Kuhmikh erhii.lt man viel 
weniger Milchbranntwein, am allerwen igsten im Winter, bey trocknem 
Fl!tter, die Schaaf milch wird gar nicht dazu angewan dt und soll auch 
nicht geistig seyn.6 " - - About the actua l distilling he says, among 
other thing-s: "Auf den Dreyfus s in der Hiitte wird cin grosser eiserM 
ner Kessel Uber ein kleines Feuer gesczt, mit ctwas Wa sser, wclchcs 
man darinnen warm wcrden J;ist, ausgeschw enkt, und mit der wohl 
durchgearb eiteten, saur en Milch, bis etwan zwey Finger breit vom 
Rande, angefii llt. Solche Kessel halten ohngefa hr drey ru ssische Eimer 
Oder driiber. Au£ den Kessel (Chaiswi) wird ein pas slicher etwas 
aUsgehOhlter Deckel (Cha .bchak) dcr ent\',reder nur :ms einem, oder 

o Pallas, pp. 202-203 . 
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aus zwey Stikken H olz gearbeitet ist und zwey viereckigte Oefnungen 
hat , gesezt. Den Rand und die Fugen pflegt man in der Steppe mit 
frisc hem Ku hmist zu verstreichcn, wenn kein Thon oder Laim zum 
lutir en in der N5.he, oder wegen des gefromcn Erdreichs nichts zu 
erha ltcn ist. Die Stawropo lischcn, geta uft en Kalmiicken, welche das 
Meet rcichlicher und wohlfeilcr haben, nchmen zur Winterszeit, statt 
c.les Thons einen z:ih gekn:iteten Teig von grobe n Meel. Bey den 
meisten SteppenvOlkern, auch Mongolen und Bur5.ten, ist immer 
das obgedachte animalische Ltttmn, wclches sie ohnc Miihe nahe hey 
den Wohnungen finden das gewOhnlichste und angenehmste. - Statt 
des Recipienten hey der Destillation dicnt cin klcinerer Kessel mit 
seinem Deckel, dcr nur cine grosse Oefnung und ein kleineres Luft
loch haben muss, und am Rande herum wohl verschmiert ist. Diesen 
sczt man ncben den Dreyfuss in einen Kiihltrog mit Schnee oder kalt
em Wasser. Die ROhre (Zorros, mongol. Zorgo) , welche den Milch
branntwein aus dem grosse n Kessel in die Vorlage leiten soil, pflcgt 
aus eincm halbzirk elfOrmig gebognen Baumast, dcr gespalten , mit 
einer Rinne in beyden H:ilften ausgehOhlt, wieder aneinandcr gepast 
und mit rohem Leder oder Ged:irm iiberzogen ist, zu bestehn" - - 7• 

This description is completed by an engrav ing, rep roduced in fig. 7. 
The agreement with our information from Etsingol is evident, cf. 
fig. 4. Pallas calls the type now predominant in Inn er Mongolia, cf. 
fig. I, T.m1gusic, and gives an excellent reproduction, cf. fig. 8. He 
does not say on what grounds he calls it Tungusic. 

Miss E. J. Lindgren of Cambridge ha s kindly placed at my disposa l 
the following data, which, in 1931, she took down af ter a descrip tion 
given her by a Torgut from Astrakhan. 

"The special Oirat method of making airik, which is unlike that of 
the Khalkha s, is kept up by the Olets in Barga (N. W. Manchuria), 
although some of them do it in the Kh alkha fashion. The Olets of 
Darga have rctaint:d all the special Torgut names for the inst ruments 
and processes. Note that it is the Olet women, particularly, who 

1 Pallas, pp. 205-206 
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Fig. 9. Crocks for milk
winc. With embroidered 
covers of felt. Et singol. 

retain their tribal dialect, only the men showing the influence of neigh
bouring dialects in their speech". These Olets have been in Barga, 
.5urrounded by Salons, Bargu-Buryats and Dagurs, since 1732. 

A closer special investigation is necessary if we are to be able to 
determinate what the above-mentioned methods are. It is feasible 
that the dissimilitarities are merely confined to a mixing of various 
kinds of milk, but they may also imply the use of two kinds of appa
ratuses, as illustrated by figures I and 4. 

The Kalmucks, at least, have different names for the various qua
lities of distilled liquor. The most common one, i. e. that which is 
distilled once only, Bergmann calls aeriki, while stronger spirits are 
called arsa, chorsa, and chor. The last mentioned name is also said 
to mean poison !8 

The Mongols at Etsingol generally use glazed stone-bottles as re
ceptacles for the spirits. Of course they are bought from the Chinese, 
and to protect them, they are often put into beautifully embroidered 
felt bags, cf. fig. 9. 

At banquets, when the milk-wine flows freely, the gaiety often breaks 

.1 Bergmrmn, II, p. 121. 
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into song and music, and they amuse themselves with the drinking
game, prob ably introdu ced by the Chinese. The idea is to compel the 
other participant to drink as much as possible. Lessing gives tran sla
tions of the texts to the drinking-game and of a capital song describing 
the dangerous consequences of intoxication.~ 
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